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Someday
The hope-filled sequel to the bestselling One Tuesday
Morning. In this new novel by Karen Kingsbury, three
years have passed since the terrorist attacks on New
York City. Jamie Bryan, widow of a firefighter who lost
his life on that terrible day, has found meaning in her
season of loss by volunteering at St. Paul’s, the
memorial chapel across the street from where the Twin
Towers once stood. Here she meets a daily stream of
people touched by the tragedy, including two men with
whom she feels a connection. One is a firefighter also
changed by the attacks, the other a police officer from
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Los Angeles. But as Jamie gets to know the police
officer, she is stunned to find out that he is the brother
of Eric Michaels, the man with the uncanny
resemblance to Jamie’s husband, the man who lived
with her for three months after September 11. Eric is
the man she has vowed never to see again. Certain she
could not share even a friendship with his brother,
Jamie shuts out the police officer and delves deeper
into her work at St. Paul’s. Now it will take the
persistence of a tenacious man, the questions from her
curious young daughter, and the words from her dead
husband’s journal to move Jamie beyond one Tuesday
morning. “Jamie Bryan took her position at the far end
of the Staten Island Ferry, pressed her body against
the railing, eyes on the place where the Twin Towers
once stood. She could face it now, every day if she had
to. The terrorist attacks had happened, the World
Trade Center had collapsed, and the only man she’d
ever loved had gone down with them. Late fall was
warmer than usual, and the breeze across the water
washed over Jamie’s face. If she could do this, if she
could make this journey three times a week while
Sierra was in school, then she could convince herself to
get through another long, dark night. She could face the
empty place in the bed beside her, face the longing for
the man who had been her best friend, the one she’d
fallen for when she was only a girl.”

Two Weeks
Famed Hollywood actor Dayne Matthews struggles to
deal with the shocking discoveries he has made about
his past and to find the strength to forgive.
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Remember
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Yara Shahidi
and Charles Melton! The #1 New York Times
bestseller and National Book Award Finalist from the
bestselling author of Everything, Everything will have
you falling in love with Natasha and Daniel as they fall
in love with each other. Natasha: I’m a girl who
believes in science and facts. Not fate. Not destiny. Or
dreams that will never come true. I’m definitely not the
kind of girl who meets a cute boy on a crowded New
York City street and falls in love with him. Not when
my family is twelve hours away from being deported to
Jamaica. Falling in love with him won’t be my story.
Daniel: I’ve always been the good son, the good
student, living up to my parents’ high expectations.
Never the poet. Or the dreamer. But when I see her, I
forget about all that. Something about Natasha makes
me think that fate has something much more
extraordinary in store—for both of us. The Universe:
Every moment in our lives has brought us to this single
moment. A million futures lie before us. Which one will
come true? *** The #1 New York Times Bestseller A
National Book Award Finalist A 2017 Michael L. Printz
Honor Book A New York Times Notable Book A
BuzzFeed Best YA Book of the Year A POPSUGAR
Best Book of the Year A Publishers Weekly Best Book
of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year A
Booklist Editor's Choice A New York Public Library
Best Book for Teens Recipient of the John Steptoe New
Talent Award A Walter Award Honor Book "Beautifully
crafted."--People Magazine "A book that is very much
about the many factors that affect falling in love, as
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much as it is about the very act itself . . . fans of
Yoon’s first novel, Everything Everything, will find
much to love—if not, more—in what is easily an even
stronger follow up." —Entertainment Weekly
"Transcends the limits of YA as a human story about
falling in love and seeking out our futures."
—POPSUGAR.com

The Book of the Courtier
Women of every culture and society are facing the
dilemma of identity. Traditional views of what it means
to be a woman and changing cultural and marital roles
are causing women conflict in their relationships with
men. Women are under tremendous stress as they
struggle to discover who they are and what role they
are to play today--in the family, the community, and the
world. In this expanded edition of Understanding the
Purpose and Power of Women, now with helpful study
questions following each chapter, best-selling author
Dr. Myles Munroe examines societies' attitudes toward
women and addresses vital issues such as: Are women
and men equal? How is a woman unique from a man?
What does the Bible really teach about women? Is the
woman to blame for the fall of mankind? What are the
purpose and design of the woman? Should women be in
leadership? What is a woman's basic communication
style? What are a woman's emotional and sexual needs?
What is a woman's potential? To live successfully in the
world, women need a new awareness of who they are
and new skills to meet today's challenges. Whether you
are a woman or a man, married or single, this book will
help you to understand the woman as she was meant to
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be.

The Good Neighbor
Hollywood hunk Dayne Matthews persuades his casting
agent to hire an unknown woman from Bloomington,
Indiana to co-star in his new romantic comedy.

Someone Like You
The purpose of this study is to focus attention on the
types of individuals and groups that are prone to
terrorism in an effort to help improve United States
counterterrorist methods and policies.

Forgiven
Having raised enough money to independently produce
a feature film with a hopeful message to the world,
filmmakers Chase Ryan and Keith Ellison leave the
mission fields of Indonesia for the mission field of
Hollywood, but with millions of dollars of investors'
money on the line, Chase and Keith struggle to keep
the film from falling apart. Simultaneous.

The Bridge
After suffering a career-ending injury, Tyler Ames
finds a maintenance job at a retirement home where he
meets Virginia Hutcheson, a patient with Alzheimer's
who seems to have the answers he is seeking.

A Room Made of Leaves
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Filmmakers Keith and Dayne finally ink a deal with a
top young actor, but when the actor takes a public fall
that threatens his reputation, the producers must act as
missionaries to save the film, their families, and the
young star.

The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
Fred Rogers (1928-2003) was an enormously
influential figure in the history of television and in the
lives of tens of millions of children. As the creator and
star of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, he was a
champion of compassion, equality, and kindness. Rogers
was fiercely devoted to children and to taking their
fears, concerns, and questions about the world
seriously. The Good Neighbor, the first full-length
biography of Fred Rogers, tells the story of this utterly
unique and enduring American icon. Drawing on original
interviews, oral histories, and archival documents,
Maxwell King traces Rogers's personal, professional,
and artistic life through decades of work, including a
surprising decision to walk away from the show to
make television for adults, only to return to the
neighborhood with increasingly sophisticated episodes,
written in collaboration with experts on childhood
development.

Halfway to Forever
Beyond Tuesday Morning
Ryan Kelly spends plenty of time at The Bridge--the
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oldest bookstore in historic downtown Franklin,
Tennessee--remembering the times he and Molly
Allen--who moved to Portland--once spent there, and
now, with the bookstore in deep financial trouble, it will
take a miracle to keep tragedy from unfolding. Reprint.

The Sunrise Collection: Sunrise / Summer /
Someday / Sunset
Dayne and Katy are getting ready for their long awaited
wedding day. But since the Hollywood heartthrob and
his fiancee are still reeling from the accident that
almost killed him, they are determined to keep the
details secret from the paparazzi. With the help of a
clever wedding planner, can they succeed?

Take Four
This collection bundles all four of beloved author Karen
Kingsbury’s bestselling Sunrise series in a single,
value-priced e-book! Enjoy this installment of the
Baxter Family Drama on your favorite e-reader. #1
Sunrise (2008 Retailer’s Choice Award winner) In
preparation for their long-awaited wedding, Dayne
Matthews and Katy Hart are determined to keep the
ceremony a secret from the paparazzi, but in the end it
takes the help of the Baxter family and many of the
CKT kids to even have a chance at a private wedding.
John Baxter is thrilled that his oldest son will be
settling down a few miles away, but he isn’t sure how
any of his kids will handle the feelings he is having for
his friend Elaine. In the meantime, the Flanigan family
is struggling with their young boarder, Cody Coleman,
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who fights for his life following an alcohol overdose.
Only God’s grace and a miracle can bring him back
from the brink of death—physically and spiritually. #2
Summer Hollywood actor Dayne Matthews and Katy
Hart are married and living in Bloomington, Ind., where
Dayne has found a solution to his on-camera love
scenes—he wants Katy to star in his next film. Katy
wins the part, and the couple also agrees to a
12-episode reality show. Soon, they feel cracks around
the edges of their marriage and face the end of
everything that truly matters to them. The Baxter
family learns that Ashley and Kari are both pregnant,
but an ultrasound reveals that something is wrong with
one of the babies. As the summer progresses, the
sisters pray for a miracle while trying to face the
unthinkable. Bailey Flanigan struggles to find her way
amid the turmoil of adolescence. Her friendship with
Cody Coleman continues to blossom after his
graduation. But when Cody decides to enlist in the
Army, he’ll have to say good-bye to the family he’s
come to love and the girl he’ll never forget. #3
Someday Pressures of the celebrity lifestyle weigh
heavily on Dayne and Katy Matthews as they take on
separate movie projects. Tabloid rumors talk of trouble
and unfaithfulness between the two, but finally
something drastic catches Dayne’s attention and makes
him realize the destruction they’re playing with. But
will it be too late? Meanwhile, John Baxter takes the
next step in his growing relationship with Elaine, giving
him a season to contemplate selling the Baxter house.
As the rest of the family considers the future and what
may lie ahead, they must pull together like never
before. #4 Sunset (2009 Retailer’s Choice Award
winner) As John Baxter makes plans to marry Elaine,
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one of the Baxters enters into the most trying season
of all. During a time of renewed love and hope for the
future, the Baxters come together to establish the
sacred ground of marriage and to chart a course for the
future. Memories of times gone by meet with the
changes of today in a story that proves only the
support of faith and family can take a person into the
sunset years of life.

When We Were Young
A fresh new look for the best-selling series from
America’s number-one inspirational novelist, Karen
Kingsbury. Fans will enjoy a personal note from Karen
and Gary Smalley as well as discussion questions for
book group use. Revisit the Baxter family in all their
life-changing events, or share the series with someone
who hasn’t discovered it yet. The Redemption series
won Christian Retailing’s 2005 Retailer’s Choice
Award for Best Series! In addition, Rejoice was a 2005
Gold Medallion Award finalist! This latest release in the
Redemption series reunites readers with the continuing
saga of the Baxter family. Brooke Baxter has achieved
everything this world has to offer—a prestigious career,
a beautiful home, and two wonderful children. Her
recent return to her faith is an encouragement to her
family. But if she faces tremendous loss, can her
fledgling faith and her rocky marriage survive?

The Sun Is Also a Star
A heartwarming story about childhood friends, broken
lives, and a long ago promise that just might offer the
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hope of love for today. Years ago, the day before Ellie
moved from Georgia to California, she and her best
friend Nolan sat beneath the Spanish moss of an ancient
oak tree where they wrote letters to each other, and
sealed them in a rusty old metal box. The plan was to
return eleven years later and read them. But now, as
that date arrives, much has changed. Ellie, bereft of the
faith she grew up with, is a single mom living in a tired
apartment trying to make ends meet. Sometimes she
watches television to catch a glimpse of her old friend
-Nolan, now an NBA star, whose terrible personal
tragedies fueled his faith and athletic drive in equal
measure. But Nolan also suffers from a transcendent
loneliness that nothing has ever eased. In their
separate lives, as Ellie and Nolan move toward the
possibility of a reunion at the oak tree, Kingsbury
weaves a tale of heart-wrenching loss, the power of
faith, and the wounds that only love can heal.

Family
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen
Kingsbury comes a heart-wrenching and redemptive
new story in the Baxter Family series about a couple
desperately waiting to bring their adopted child home
and a young mother about to make the biggest decision
of her life. Cole Blake, son of Landon and Ashley
Baxter Blake, is months away from going off to college
and taking the first steps towards his dream—a career in
medicine. But as he starts his final semester of high
school he meets Elise, a mysterious new girl who
captures his attention—and heart—from day one. Elise
has her heart set on mending her wild ways and
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rediscovering the good girl she used to be. But not long
after the semester starts, she discovers she’s
pregnant. Eighteen and alone, she shares her secret
with Cole. Undaunted by the news, and in love for the
first time in his life, Cole is determined to support
Elise—even if it means skipping college, marrying her,
and raising another man’s baby. When Elise decides to
place her baby up for adoption, she is matched with
Aaron and Lucy Williams, who moved to Bloomington,
Indiana to escape seven painful years of infertility. But
as Elise’s due date draws near, she becomes focused
on one truth: she has two weeks to change her mind
about the adoption. With Cole keeping vigil and Lucy
and Aaron waiting to welcome their new baby, Elise
makes an unexpected decision—one that changes
everyone’s plans. Tender and deeply moving, Two
Weeks is a story about love, faith, and what it really
means to be a family.

Take One
This expanded edition of Chinua Achebe's first novel
portrays the collision of African and European cultures
in an Igbo village. Okonkwo, a great man in Igbo
traditional society, cannot adapt to the profound
changes brought by the British conquest of Nigeria.
Yet, as in classic tragedy, Okonkwo's character as well
as external forces contribute to his downfall. This
expanded edition includes new illustrations, maps,
additional essays on history, culture,and literature, and
reference material to help readers see Achebe's classic
novel in social and historical context, and to understand
its place in world literature.
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Understanding the Purpose and Power of
Women
The Sociology and Psychology of Terrorism
At magic hour; when the sun has gone but the light has
not, armies of flying foxes unhinge themselves from the
Banyan trees in the old graveyard and drift across the
city like smoke . . .' So begins The Ministry of Utmost
Happiness, Arundhati Roy's incredible follow-up to The
God of Small Things. We meet Anjum, who used to be
Aftab, who runs a guest house in an Old Delhi
graveyard and gathers around her the lost, the broken
and the cast out. We meet Tilo, an architect, who,
although she is loved by three men, lives in a 'country
of her own skin'. When Tilo claims an abandoned baby
as her own, her destiny and that of Anjum become
entangled as a tale that sweeps across the years and a
teeming continent takes flight. . .

The Chance
In the conclusion of thte Time Odyssey series, which
began with Time's Eye and Sunstorm, the Firstborn,
the alien race that built the iconic black monolith, wait
for a sign as they plan to stop the advance of
humankind through the use of a mysterious technology
that is indistiguishable from magic. Reprint.

Why are Artists Poor?
An unconventional socio-economic analysis of the
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economic position of the arts and artists.

Paradise Lost
After finding his firstborn son, John Baxter looks for a
way to tell his other children, while a Hollywood trial
reunites Dayne Matthews and Katy Hart, but just when
love has the chance to win, doubts and scandals push
them further apart.

Own Your Kitchen
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Science raises questions only love can answer in this
moving and thought-provoking novel from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of “heart-tugging and
emotional” (Romantic Times Book Reviews) lifechanging fiction. One frozen embryo. Two families with
life-long secrets. And a guy who never planned to fall
in love again. Maddie Baxter West is shaken to the core
when she finds out everything she believed about her
life was a lie. Her parents had always planned to tell
her the truth about her past: that she was adopted as an
embryo. But somehow the right moment never
happened. Then a total stranger confronts Maddie with
the truth and tells her something else that rocks her
world—Maddie had a sister she never knew about.
Betrayed, angry, and confused, Maddie leaves her new
job and fianc , rejects her family’s requests for
forgiveness, and moves to Portland to find out who she
really is. Dawson Gage’s life was destroyed when
London Quinn, his best friend and the only girl he ever
loved, is killed. In the hospital waiting room, London’s
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mother reveals that London might have had a sibling.
The frozen embryo she and her husband donated
decades ago. When Dawson finds Maddie and brings
her to Portland, the Quinns—her biological
parents—welcome her into their lives and hearts. Maddie
is comforted by the Quinns’ love and intrigued by their
memories of London, who was so much like her. Is this
the family and the life she was really meant to have?
Now it will take the love of Dawson Gage to help
Maddie know who she isand to help her find her way
home.

Sierra Jensen Series Boxed Set
Deep in preparations for her marriage to Dayne, Katy
receives tragic news that sends her and the Baxters to
Los Angeles, where Luke wrestles with his troubled
feelings and the family must pull together to cope with
the paparazzi and gossip.

Family
English translation (1561) of the 1528 text which
portrays Renaissance court society in Italy

The Firstborn Collection: Fame / Forgiven /
Found / Family / Forever
This Collection bundles all five titles from the Firstborn
Series of Karen Kingsbury’s beloved Baxter Family
Drama into one volume for a great value! #1 Fame: In
this first book, Hollywood A-lister Dayne Matthews
returns to LA after his shocking discovery in Karen’s
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bestselling novel Reunion. Though his life is filled with
fame, fortune, and paparazzi, his heart is pulling him
toward a woman and a family who have no idea how
their lives are tied to his. Meanwhile, Katy Hart has
finally found contentment as the director of Christian
Kids Theater in Bloomington, Indiana. But that changes
in an instant when she meets Dayne Matthews and he
promises a future she left in her past. #2 Forgiven:
Dayne Matthews is at the top of the Hollywood list,
working on what may be his best movie yet. Still, he
feels empty and unfocused, aching for real love and the
family he’ll never know. Then a friend tells him about a
teaching center and a way to become like God. Is this
the answer Dayne’s been searching for? Back in
Bloomington, Katy Hart struggles to walk the Christian
Kids Theater group through a devastating tragedy, and
John Baxter reconnects with an old friend and shares a
buried secret. #3 Found: Driven by his wife’s dying
wish—to find their firstborn son—John Baxter sets about
the search of a lifetime. But when the answers finally
come, they shake John to his core. Can he walk away,
or will he decide it’s time to let the truth come to light?
Meanwhile, Dayne Matthews receives crushing news
and finds wisdom and comfort from a long-lost friend
and then Katy Hart, the girl Dayne can’t seem to
forget. Will he find the strength to face a future laced
with loss, and will that strength lead him to the greatest
love of all? #4 Family: In the wake of finding his
firstborn son, John Baxter looks for a way to tell his
other children the truth about a secret he’s kept from
them all their lives. At the same time, a sensational
Hollywood trial brings Dayne Matthews and Katy Hart
together again, this time in a very public way. Just
when it seems they have a chance at love, doubts and
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presumed scandals place them farther apart than ever.
In the midst of this crisis, one truth is clear for all of
them—never in their lives has family been more
important. #5 Forever: Katy Hart is thrilled about her
future with Hollywood’s Dayne Matthews. But as she
plans a wedding and looks for a house on the shores of
Lake Monroe, she receives tragic news. Now she and
the Baxter family must travel to Los Angeles to sort
through their options. While paparazzi hound them,
Luke Baxter wrestles with feelings that have troubled
him for nearly a year. Ultimately, the Baxters must pull
together one last time in an act of service and love to
help Katy and Dayne find what they’ve always been
looking for—a chance at forever.

Ministry of Utmost Happiness
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen
Kingsbury comes a life-changing holiday tale of love
and hope after heartbreak. Two years after the car
accident that took Erin Baxter’s life, her father, John
Baxter, still lives in constant grief. John’s heartbreak
prompts him to invite Kendra Bryant, the transplant
recipient who now has Erin’s heart, to Christmas Eve
dinner despite protests from his remaining children.
Ashley and Luke want to protect their ten-year-old
niece who is the only surviving child of Erin’s, but John
remains determined and believes that meeting this
woman is something his deceased daughter would want.
Meanwhile, Kendra Bryant is struggling to come to
terms with the tragedy that gave her a second chance.
It is only when she witnesses the Baxter’s unwavering
faith in God that she begins to heal and allow peace and
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happiness back into her life. At the same time, Maddie
West, the eighteen-year-old daughter of Brooke Baxter
West, continues to pray for meaning this Christmas.
When she discovers a newfound friendship with a boy
she never expected to see again, she begins to believe
in miracles, especially around Christmastime. A Baxter
Family Christmas is a heartwarming story that brings
together two families in the midst of tragedy and loss,
all with the help one very special child.

Found
Ashley Baxter keeps her family and God at a distance
trying to prove she can survive on her own, until the
tragedy of September 11 changes her life forever.

The Returning King
Matt and Hannah Bronzan, who have found a new life in
the face of devastating loss, are moving
forward--toward the adoption of a little girl.

Fame
In this follow-up to her spectacular bestselling debut
Cook Like a Rock Star, Food Network chef and host
Anne Burrell shows you not just how to keep rocking in
the kitchen, but how to cook like you own it. Taking
control in the kitchen means mastering flavors and
constantly keeping an eye on what Anne calls "QC"
(quality control). It starts with learning the power of
great ingredients (how quality olive oil and salt can
transform an everyday dish), understanding the tools in
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your kitchen, and getting your mise en place ready
before diving into a recipe. Anne shows you how to
apply these skills to a slew of delicious, high-brow/lowstress recipes that get you out of a cooking rut, so you
can keep surprising yourself in the kitchen. POC (piece
of cake)! Try out your new skills with classic bistro
fare, such as Grilled Hanger Steak, Fish and Chips, or
simple dishes, like Mushroom Soup with Bacon, and
Shrimp in Garlic Oil and Chiles. Master roasting with a
Hawaiian pork dish, have fun with spices making
chicken roti, for a casual bite there’s her Sicilian Tuna,
Caponata, Provolone & Arugula Panino. Each
dish—whether firsts, seconds, sides, brunch, sandwiches
or desserts—is accessible yet teaches a range of
techniques and embraces tantalizing flavors. And they
all share Anne’s secrets to great home cooking. Here
is Anne at her most personal—complete with her
enthusiastic, sassy approach to how to get the most out
of ingredients and whip up irresistibly delicious dishes
that she likes to cook at home. So cook these recipes,
master them, and then you will OWN YOUR KITCHEN!

Rejoice
Noted New Testament scholar Poythress provides an
understandable and practical look into Revelation in this
insightful commentary. Poythress focuses on
Revelation's core message and ensures that its details
do not cloud the big picture. He shows Revelation to be
a picture book, not a puzzle book, relevant and
applicable to the daily lives of Christians.

A Moment of Weakness
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As the Baxters make plans to come together for a
summer lakeside reunion, the unthinkable happens,
forcing the family to rally together during the griefstricken hours of waiting, praying, and hope for God's
promise of forever.

Angels Walking
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen
Kingsbury comes a classic story about second chances,
featuring the beloved Baxter family and a young father
who finds his whole world turned upside down on the
eve of his divorce. What if you could see into the future
and know what will happen tomorrow, if you really walk
out that door today. Pay attention. Life is not a dress
rehearsal. From their first meeting, to their stunning
engagement and lavish wedding, to their happily-everafter, Noah and Emily Carter seemed meant to be.
They have a special kind of love—and they want the
world to know. More than a million adoring fans have
followed their lives on Instagram since the day Noah
publicly proposed to Emily. But behind the carefully
staged photos and encouraging posts, their life is
anything but a fairytale, and Noah’s obsession with
social media has ruined everything. Distraught, Emily
reaches out to her friend Kari Baxter Taylor and tells
her the truth: Noah and Emily have decided to call it
quits. He is leaving in the morning. But when Noah
wakes the next day, everything is different. Emily is
gone and the kids are years older. Like Scrooge in A
Christmas Carol, bizarre and strange events continue
throughout the night so that Noah is certain he’s
twenty years older, and he is desperate for a second
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chance. Now it would take a miracle to return to
yesterday. When We Were Young is a rare and
beautiful love story that takes place in a single day. It’s
about knowing what tomorrow will bring if you really
walk out that door today—and the gift of being able to
choose differently.

Forever
The first new novel in almost ten years from awardwinning, best-selling author Kate Grenville.

Sunrise
John Baxter attempts to fulfill his wife's dying wish to
find their firstborn son, actor Dayne Matthews embarks
on a personal search for truth, and theater director
Katy Hart makes a decision that may completely
transform her life.

Coming Home
After finding his firstborn son, John Baxter looks for a
way to tell his other children, while a sensational
Hollywood trial reunites Dayne Matthews and Katy
Hart, but just when love has the chance to win, doubts
and presumed scandals push them further apart.

A Baxter Family Christmas
Jade Connor and Tanner Eastman were best friends
until a family tragedy tore them apart. Almost ten years
later, they find each other again, and their innocent
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childhood feelings blossom into a love that is soon
crushed by his mother's lies. When Jade's son is taken
from her ten years later because her strong Christian
beliefs make her appear fanatical, she must turn to the
one man she never thought to trust again. She hopes he
can use his legal skills to return the son he never knew
he had.

First Born
Paradise Lost is an epic poem in twelve books, in
English heroic verse without rhyme, by John Milton (C.
P. P.) and was published in 1667. The subject is the fall
of man, and the expulsion from Paradise.

Things Fall Apart
When Dayne and Katy Matthews take on separate
movie projects, tabloid rumors talk of trouble and
unfaithfulness between the two; meanwhile, the
Flanigans recognize the deep loss of the Christian Kids
Theater program, and lead a final effort to keep the
theater from being torn down.
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